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Be it known that I, JOHN T. J.) A \'IsoN, a citi
Zen ()f the United States, residing in the bor
Ougin of Brooklyn, county of Kings, and State
5 of New York, have invented certain new and
useful limprovements in Self-Filling Foun
tain-leis, of which the following is a specifi
zation.
\ly resent invention relates to improve
?o ments in fountain-pens, and more particularly
to that class of fountain-pens known as self
tilling fountain-pens.
The object of my invention is to provide an
in roved foluntain-pen of this specific class
I5 which will be simple in construction, durable,
an effective in operation.
eretofore in the making of self - filling
fountain-pens it has been customary to em
ploy a flexible reservoir, which is compressed
2 O to expel air there from when it is desired to
till the pen with ink, the pen then being in
Seriel in a body of ink and the reservoir be
ing allowed to expand, drawing the ink into
the same. In some instances the reservoir has
25 been compressed by hand, while in other's de
vices have been contrived for the purpose of
in chanically compressing the reservoir.
The object of my invention is to provide an
improvement on this latter class of compress
3o ing (ie Vices wherein a very simple device is
employell for the purpose of creating an equal
ressure throughont the entire length of the
reservoir. Such a device is clearly shown in
tle accompanying drawings and described in
35 the following specification, in both of which
like reference-numerals refer to like parts.
in Sail l'avings, Figure 1 is a transverse
section through a fountain-pen embodying my
improved self-filling mechanism, showing the
4o parts in a position of rest; and Fig. 2 is a
similar section, slightly enlarged, with the
protecting-cal) of the pen removed, showing
the parts in operated position.
Referring now in detail to the drawings, 1
45 represents the casing of a fountain-pen em
bodying my invention, carrying at its for
war end the pen 2, seated in a plug. 3, carry
ing a flexible reservoir 4 of suitable length,
lying longitudinally within the casing 1. At
5o the end of the casing 1 opposite to the pen

point 2 the diameter of the casing is decreased
to receive a tubular wedge-plug 5, forming a
seat for a press-button 6, with a shank 6 slid
ing in said plug 5. The shank (3 has seated
in its inner end a spring-rod T. extending up
Wardly and then toward pen 2, abutting at its
Opposite end the enl of the plug 3 and rest
ing on a retaining-ring 11 for retaining reser
voir 4 on plug 3 and for preventing the end
of rod 7 from puncturing reservoir 4. Suit
ably secured to the spring-rol T is an equal
izing compressor-plate S, resting against the
wall of the reservoir 4.
9 is a protecting-cal) threaded upon the end
of the casing 1 over the button (5 to prevent
access of clust and other foreign matter into
the casing 1 past the plug 5 and to prevent,
on the other hand, any leakage which might
occur in the reservoir 4 from escaping from
the casing, and, furthermore, to prevent acci
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dental or unintentled movement of the but
ton (5.

10 is a customary protecting-cap for the
pen-point, which is inserted over the button
end of the pen when the pen is in use.
The device described is operated as follows:
When it is desired to refill the pen, the caps
10 and 9 are removed and the button (5 de
pressed with the thunal) or finger of the oper
ator bowing the spring - rod 7, forcing the
equalizing-plate S against the reservoir 4 to
create an even pressure on said reservoir 4
throughout its length and to completely de
flate the same. The pen-point is then insert
ed in a body of ink, the button (3 released, al
lowing rod 7 to resume its straightened or
normal position, permitting the reservoir 4,
by reason of the elasticity of its wall, to re
sume its extended shape, and thereby creating
a suction through the mouth of the reservoir,
which will draw ink past the pen-point 2 and
into the reservoir 4 until the latter is fillel.
The plug 5 being held in the casing 1 by fric
tion rather than by means of screw-threads
is removed there from by a lull with possibly
a slight twist. This obviates the tendency
of the spring-rol and the reservoir 4 to be
come entangled and twisted upon revolving
the plug 5 to remove the same were the same
screw-threaded in casing 1.
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Having thus described my invention, the said equalizing-plate against the reservoir to

following is what I claim as new therein and deflate the same.

o
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desire to Secure by Letters Patent:
1. A fountain-pen, comprising a casing, a
pen-plug seated in the end of said casing, a
flexible reservoir mounted on said plug, a
press-button at the opposite end of said cas
ing, a Spring-rod seated in said press-button
and abutting said pen-plug, and an equaliz
ing-plate carried by said spring-rod and rest
ing against the wall of said reservoir.
2. A fountain-pen, comprising a casing, a
pen-plug, and a flexible reservoir connected
to said pen-plug, a press-button seated in said
casing, a Spring-rod seated in said press-but
ton, means preventing movement of said rod
longitudinally, and an equalizing-plate carried
by Said rod and resting against the wall of
said reservoir.
3. A fountain-pen, comprising a casing, a
pen-plug, and a flexible reservoir connected
to said pen-plug, a spring-rod mounted be
tween the casing and the reservoir, an equal
izing-plate carried by the spring-rod, and
means for bowing the spring-rod for forcing

4. A fountain-pen, comprising a casing, a
pen-plug, a flexible reservoir connected to
said pen-plug, a spring-rod mounted between
the casing and reservoir, means preventing
longitudinal movement of said rod, a press
button connected to said rod, and an equaliz
ing-plate carried by the spring-rod and bear
ing against the wall of the reservoir.
5. A fountain-pen, comprising a casing, a
pen-plug, and a flexible reservoir connected
to said pen-plug, in combination with a plug
frictionally seated in said casing, a button
sliding in said plug, a Spring-rod mounted be
tween the casing and the reservoir and seated
in said button, an equalizing-plate carried by
the spring-rod, and means for bowing the
spring - rod to force. Said equalizing - plate
against the reservoir to deflate the same.

JOHN T. DAVISON.
Witnesses:

SAMUEL J. HoEXTER,
HARRY A. KNIGHT.
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